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One constructs operators acting on l2Zm (or l2Zmp), m;p  1, with a real
pure point spectrum of finite multiplicity by perturbing diagonal matrices using a
KAM procedure. The point spectrum can be dense on an interval or a Cantor set of
measure zero. The basic fact here is to remark that for perturbations built up with
an infinite number of block diagonals, regularly separated, it is possible to deal with
eigenvalues of multiplicity strictly greater than 1. Examples of discrete operators
associated with discretization of systems of partial differential equations are given.
© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that given a sequence of real numbers dii2Zm and a suffi-
ciently small perturbation P it is possible to construct a diagonal matrix D
such that the discrete operator DC P has the dis as eigenvalues (see [1, 2]).
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For this construction one uses a KAM procedure and it is crucial that the
divisors di − dj do not get too small as i− j is large. A typical condition is
di − dj  ci− j−; i 6D j; (1)
where  and c are positive real numbers. Each eigenvalue di is simple.
In this paper our aim is precisely to avoid the restrictions on the mul-
tiplicity of the eigenvalues. Therefore we replace the conditions (1) by
weaker assumptions, balanced by a stronger hypothesis on the perturbation
P . This additional assumption on the perturbation is on its block structure.
Of course, to see that the simplicity of the eigenvalues is not an essential
condition for the construction of D, it suffices to look at diagonal pertur-
bations.
For a; b 2 Zm we use the notation
a < b , a < b; 8  2 1; : : : ;m;
and
a D
mX
D1
a:
Let N be the space of positive integers. For a 2 Nn set
a D
nY
D1
a:
In Zm and Nn we use the pointwise addition and multiplication. Then for
a; b 2 Nn, we say that b is a divisor of a if there exists k 2 Nn such that
a D bk. Then we write ab and k D a=b.
In what follows we consider perturbations of diagonal matrices acting on
l2Zm that are sufficiently small in a suitable space. Let N and N] be two
m-integers such that N  1, N] is a divisor of N and N? D N=N].
The perturbations are real matrices P D Pi; ji; j2Z2m that are decom-
posed into N N submatrices such that each N N submatrix is N] N]
block diagonal. Thus the perturbations are matrices with an infinite number
of N] N] block diagonals regularly separated.
Precisely let J be the following subset of Z2m,
J D
n
i; j 2 Z2my there exist l; l0 2 Zm and k 2 Nm;
with k < N? such that
0  i− lN − kN]; j − l0N − kN] < N]
o
:
Then the set of perturbations P is denoted by A with
A D
n
P D Pi; ji; j2Z2m yPi; j D 0 if i; j 62 J
o
:
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For N;N]  1 and N] 6D N and small perturbations in A we will con-
struct operators on l2Zm with a pure point spectrum of multiplicity strictly
greater than 1. The corresponding theorem is stated in Section 3. These re-
sults are extensions of the ones obtained by [1] and [2] for simple eigen-
values.
In what follows the infinite matrices that we study can be associated
to kernels of integral operators on l2Zm. A similar result, Theorem 2,
holds for operators on l2ZmN where N is an n-integer. In that case the
operators can be discretizations of systems of partial differential equations.
Theorem 2 is given in Section 4. Let us give examples of such systems of
partial differential equations. Here n D 1. Thus,
H
0BBB@
u1
u2
u3
u4
1CCCA D
0BBBB@
P11 C OD1 P12 0 0
P21 P22 C OD2 0 0
0 0 P33 C OD3 P34
0 0 P43 P44 C OD4
1CCCCA
0BBB@
u1
u2
u3
u4
1CCCA:
Each Pij is the infinite matrix of a discretized partial differential opera-
tor and each ODi is an infinite diagonal matrix associated to a discretized
potential. In this case the multiplicity of the chosen eigenvalues can be 2.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the
statement of the result in l2Zm and l2ZmN , respectively. The first result
is a consequence of the second one. This is shown in Section 4. The second
result is proved in Section 5.
2. MATRICES ON l2Zm
As in [2] we consider the Banach algebra M of real m-dimensional se-
quences a D aii2Zm with the norm a1 D supi2Zm ai and the operations
of pointwise addition and multiplication of sequences. M is invariant under
translation, i.e., Tka 2 M for a 2 M and where Tkai D aiCk.
For sake of completeness let us recall according to [2] the basic facts
concerning the so-called approximation functions first introduced by [3]. A
continuous function x 0;1 ! 1;1 is an approximation function if
both
8 D −4m sup
r0
re−r;   0;
and
9 D inf
S
1Y
D0
82
−−1
;   0
are finite for  > 0, where S is the set of all sequences 0  1      0
with
P
   . See [3] and the appendix of [2].
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A real sequence d D dii2Zm is a distal sequence for M if
d − Tkd−1 2 M; d − Tkd−11  k; 0 6D k 2 Zm; (2)
for some approximation function   .
A pair of arbitrary real sequences d D dii2Zm and Qd D  Qdii2Zm is called
a distant pair for M if
d − Tk Qd−1 2 M; d − Tk Qd−11  k; k 2 Zm; (3)
for some approximation function.
Let M be the space of all matrices P D Pi; ji; j2Z2m satisfying
Pk D Pi; iC ki2Zm 2 M;
for every k 2 Zm.
As in [2] we define a scale of Banach spaces,
Ms D P 2My Ps <1;
where
PMs D sup
k2Zm
Pk1eks; 0  s  1:
In what follows we consider a subset of diagonal matrices D and we find
a diagonal matrix OD such that ODC P is similar to D when P is a sufficiently
small perturbation. Thus we construct a subset of matrices each one being
isospectral to D. The spectrum of D is pure point and can be dense in an
interval or a Cantor set of measure zero.
Our starting point is a set of real sequences d D dii2Zm in M such that
some subsequences satisfy diophantine conditions.
N , N], and N? D N=N] are chosen as in the previous text. Consider
a real sequence d D dii2Zm in M. For every  2 Nm with 0   < N
define d D dCiNi2Zm . d is a subsequence of d. There are N such
subsequences and d D S0<N d.
The set of real sequence d 2 M that we consider is denoted DN;N] . DN;N]
is the set of sequences d such that
(i) For every  2 Nm with 0   < N , d is distal for M and for an
approximation function denoted by   .
(ii) For every pair ; 2 Nm  Nm satisfying 0   6D  < N and
0  − kN], − kN] < N] for k 2 Nm with 0  k < N? the pair d; d
is distant for M and for an approximation function denoted by .
The diagonal matrix in l2Zm defined by d 2 DN;N] is denoted by D. 9  
resp., 9   is associated with    resp.,    and set
9 D sup

sup

9; sup
;
9

;   0:
We then have the following extension of Theorem A of [2].
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Theorem 1. Let D be a diagonal matrix associated with d 2 DN;N] . Set
 D s
1C inf1i<mNi −N]i 
; 0 < s <1;
and  D 1 if s D 1.
Let P 2M \ A such that
PM < 9


2
−1
;
where 0 <   inf1; s=2 and  > 0 depends only on m and N .
Then there exists a diagonal matrix OD and an invertible matrix V such
that
V −1P C ODV D D: (4)
Remark 1. It is easy to see in the case m D 1 and when dealing with
matrices on l2Z that the construction of OD in Theorem 1 can be achieved
applying N? times Po¨schel’s theorem [2], with N? conditions of smallness
for submatrices of P . In the case m > 1 however it is less clear. In addition,
Theorem 2, in conjunction with Section 4, gives a quick proof. Moreover
Theorem 1 provides a norm, namely,   , in which P has to be small.
Remark 2. In Theorem 1 it possible to consider the given sequence
d D dii2Zm with each di at most repeated N? times. Define
Ik D

 2 Nm; 0  − kN] < N]};
where 0  k < N?.
If k 6D k0, Ik \ Ik0 D Z. Thus the pair ; 2 Ik  Ik0 with k 6D k0 is
not concerned with hypothesis (ii) that needs not to be checked. Therefore,
it is possible to choose d D d and more generally it is possible to choose
d1 D d2 D    D dN? ;
for any 1; 2; : : : ; N?  2 Ik1  Ik2      IkN? with ki 6D kj for i 6D j.
Remark 3. When N D 1;    ; 1 no pair ; is concerned with the
hypothesis (ii) that needs not to be checked.  D 0;    ; 0 is the only m-
integer concerned with the hypothesis (i). Thus d D d and Theorem 1 is
nothing else than the theorems of Craig [1] and Po¨schel [2].
Remark 4. Given N it is with N] D 1; : : : ; 1 that the chosen eigen-
values di can have the highest multiplicity which is always N by Remark 3.
In that case the perturbations are matrices with an infinite number of di-
agonals regularly separated by N − 1; : : : ; 1 zero coefficients.
Remark 5. In the situation described in Remark 2 we can choose di
dense in an interval or a Cantor set of measure zero as in [2]. Consequently
the sequence d will be dense in the same interval or Cantor set.
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3. RESULTS FOR DISCRETIZED SYSTEMS
In this section we use the Hilbert space l2ZmN where N is a n-integer.
u is in l2ZmN if and only if u D u0<N where u is in l2Zm for every
n-integer .
A similar result to Theorem 1 can be stated for discrete operators on
l2ZmN . Such an operator is a matrix Q D Q0;<N such that
Qu D
 X
0<N
Qu

0<N
2 l2ZmN;
for every u D u0N in l2ZmN . Set
3N D

Q D Q0;<N y Q 2M for every ;
}
;
and
1N;N] D
n
; 2NnNny 0; <N and 9k2Nn with 0k<N?
such that 0−kN]; −kN] <N]
o
:
We then set
3N;N] D
n
Q 2 3N y Q D 0 for ; 62 1N;N]
o
:
Let   NN be a norm on the space of real matrices R D Ri; j0i; j<N ,
i; j 2 Nn satisfying
RSNN  RNNSNN:
We then set
Q3sN D
∥∥(QMs0;<N∥∥NN;
where 0 < s  1 and we define the following Banach spaces,
3sN D

Q 2 3N; Q3sN<1
}
;
and
3sN;N] D

Q 2 3N;N]; Q3sN<1
}
:
We finally introduce the space,
3DN D
n
Q 2 3N y Q D 0 for  6D  and Q is diagonal for every 
o
:
When Q 2 3DN we say that Q is diagonal.
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The set of real diagonal matrices that we consider is denoted by EN;N] .
EN;Nd is the set of diagonal matrices D 2 3DN such that
(i) for every 2Nm with 0<N the sequence dDDi; ii2Zm
is distal for M and for some approximation function   .
(ii) for every ; 2 1N;N] with  6D  the pair d; d is distant
for M and for some approximation function   .
There are N subsequences d.
As in Section 2 9   (resp. 9   is associated with    (resp.,
   and
9 D sup

sup

9; sup
;
9

;   0:
Theorem 2. Let D be a diagonal matrix in EN;N] . Let Q be in 3
s
N;N]
such that
Q3s
N;N]
< 9


2
−1
;
where 0 <   inf1; s=2 and  is a constant depending only on m and N .
Then there exists a diagonal matrix OD and an invertible matrix V such that
V −1QC ODV D D: (5)
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 5.
4. DERIVATION OF THEOREM 1 FROM THEOREM 2
In this section n D m and N;N];N? D N=N] are m-integers. We now
consider the N2 submatrices of P 2M defined by
P D
(
PC iN;C jN
i; j2Zm;
where 0  ,  < N . P 2M if and only if P 2M .
Using these submatrices we define an another norm on the space M
depending on the two parameters N and s. We set
PN; s D
∥∥(PMs0;<N∥∥NN: (6)
Let
LsN;N] D

P 2My PN; s <1 and P D 0 if ; 62 1N;N]
}
:
By definition the canonical map is a map from LsN;N] into 3
s
N;N] defined
for P 2 LsN;N] by
P D Q D Q0;<N;
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where
Q D PC iN;C jNi; j2Zm:
The norm on LsN;N] defined by (6) is the norm on 3
s
N;N] induced by .
Using the notations P D P0;<N where the Ps are the submatrices
of P and Q D Q0;<N where the Qs are matrices coefficients of Q,
the map  is just, in terms of P and Q, the identity map.
In other words, with an infinite matrix P 2 LsN;N] ,  associates a finite
matrix Q 2 3 2 LsN;N] with the submatrices of P as coefficients.
We then have
Lemma 1. The map  is a unitary linear isomorphism between LsN;N] and
3sN;N] .
Let us recall that the perturbations in Theorem 1 are taken in A \M.
We then have
Lemma 2. The embedding A \M ,! LsN;N] is continuous and  is a
continuous map from A \M into 3sN;N] .
Proof of Lemma 2. It is easy to check that
P 2 A if and only if P D 0; 8 ; 62 1N;N] :
Then it is sufficient to show that
PN; s  cPM; (7)
where c depends only on N . First observe that
PγClNCkN D P;Cγlk; (8)
for all k; l 2 Zm and for all ; γ 2 Nm with 0  ; C γ < N . Indeed
P;Cγi; j D PC iN; C γ C jN;
thus
P;Cγlk D P;Cγi; iC liDk
D PC iN; C γ C iC lNiDk
D PC kN;C γ C kC lN;
and
PγClNCkN D PC kN;C kN C γ C lN:
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Moreover,
PM D sup
l2Zm
Pl1el
D sup
l2Zm
sup
k2Zm
Plkel
D sup
l2Zm
sup
0<N]
sup
k2Zm
PlCkN el
D sup
l2Zm
sup
; Cγ21N;N]
sup
k2Zm
PγClNCkN eγClN: (9)
By (8) and (9) we get
PM D sup
; Cγ21N;N]
sup
k; l2Zm
P;CγlkeγClN
D sup
; Cγ21N;N]
sup
l2Zm
P;Cγl1eγClN: (10)
Remark that ;  C γ 2 1N;N] gives 0  γ < N]. Now suppose that the
m-integers γ;N and N] are fixed with 0  γ < N].
γ C lN D X
i with li0
liNi C γi C
X
i with li<0
liNi C γi
 X
i with li0
liNi C γi C
X
i with li<0
liNi − γi: (11)
Using 0  γi  N]i − 1 and li  1 for the second term in the right-hand
side (r.h.s.) of (11), we obtain
γ C lN  l

1C inf
1im
Ni −N]i 

: (12)
Therefore by (10) and (12),
PM  sup
; Cγ21N;N]
sup
l2Zm
P;Cγl1els
 sup
;21N;N]
sup
l2Zm
P;l1els
 sup
;21N;N]
P;Ms
 cNPN; s; (13)
where cN > 0 depends only on N . This proves (7).
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Remark 6. It can be proved similarly that the embedding,
LsN;N] ,! A \Ms=1Cinf1imNiCN
]
i 
is continuous.
Lemma 3. (i) P1P2 D P1P2 for P1; P2 2M .
(ii) −1Q1Q2 D −1Q1−1Q2 for Q1;Q2 2 3N .
Proof of Lemma 3. We have Pi; j D PC iN;C jN. Then
P1P2 D
P
0γ<NP1γP2γ. Thus,
P1P2i; j
D X
0γ<N
X
k2Zm
P1γi; kP2γk; j
D X
0γ<N
X
k2Zm
P1C iN; γ C kNP2γ C kN;C jN: (14)
Moreover,
P1P2i; j
D P1P2C iN;C jN
D X
k2Zm
P1C iN; kP2k;C jN
D X
0γ<N
X
k2Zm
P1C iN; γ C kNP2γ C kN;C jN: (15)
Then (i) follows from (14) and (15) and (ii) follows from (i).
By Lemmas 2 and 3 it is easy to verify that the proof of Theorem 1 follows
from the one of Theorem 2. If P 2 A \M with PM  c9=2−1 and
D 2 DN;N] then P 2 3sN;N] with P3sN;N]  c
09=2−1 and D 2
EN;N] . From Theorem 2 there exist V; OD such that V −1P C ODV D
D. Then −1V −1P C −1 OD−1V  D D.
Thus we restrict ourselves to the proof of Theorem 2. For that we use a
KAM procedure.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof follows the one of Po¨schel [2] with Lemmas 5–8 being analo-
gous to Lemmas 4.1–4.4 in [2] and can be proved in a similar fashion. In
this section N , N], and N? D N=N] are n-integers with n not necessarily
equal to m.
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Lemma 4. 3sN;N] is an algebra.
Proof of Lemma 4. For Q 2 3N we define the N? block matrices of
Q by
Q D QCN];CN]0;<N];
for every ;  2 Nm with 0  ;  < N?. Each Q is then an element of
3N] . For Q; QQ 2 3N we have
Q QQ D X
0!<N?
Q! QQ!:
Moreover,
Q 2 3N;N] if and only if Q D 0 if  6D :
Therefore, when Q; QQ 2 3N;N] ,
Q QQ D

Q QQ; if  D ;
0; if  6D ;
which completes the proof.
Lemma 5. Let X 2 3s−N;N] with 0 <   s and Y 2 3sN;N] . Then XY 2
3s−N;N] and
XY3s−
N;N]
 b
m
X3s−
N;N]
Y3s
N;N]
; (16)
where the constant b  1 depends only on m.
Proof of Lemma 5. XY 2 3N;N] from Lemma 4. Moreover,
XY Ms− 
b
m
X
0γ<N
XγMs−YγMs; (17)
as it follows from [2, Lemma 4.1]. Define the N N real matrices,
x D x0;<N D
(XMs− 0;<N;
and
y D y0;<N D YMs0;<N:
Then
0  XY Ms− 
b
m
xy: (18)
The proof is completed by computing the   NN norm of
XY Ms− 0;<N
and using (18).
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Lemma 6. Let X 2 3sN;N] such that X − I3sN;N] < 
m=b for 0 <   1.
Then X is invertible in 3s−N;N] and
X−1 − I3s−
N;N]


1− b
m
X − I3s
N;N]
−1
X − I3s
N;N]
; (19)
where the constant b  1 depends only on m.
Proof of Lemma 6. Remark that if X 2 3N;N] is invertible in 3N , it is
invertible in 3N;N] . The rest of proof is routine taking the Neumann series
for X−1 and using Lemma 5 for the estimations.
For P 2 3N;N] the diagonal of P is denoted by vPb,
vPb D 0; for  6D  and vPb D diagonalP:
Lemma 7. Let V; V −1 2 3N;N] with V − I3N;N] ; V
−1 − I3
N;N]

m=2b for 0    1. Then for any P 2 3N;N] there exists a unique solution
A 2 3DN to
vP C V −1AV b D 0: (20)
This solution A satisfies
A3DN  2vPb3DN :
Lemma 7 is a straightforward modification of Lemma 4.3 of [2].
Proof of Lemma 7. We haveA−V −1AV D V −1− IV − I;AC V −
I;A. Remark that vA;Bb D 0 if A 2 3DN and B 2 3N . Therefore vA −
V −1AV b D A− vV −1AV b D vV −1 − IV − I;Ab. For any A 2 3DN we get
A− vV −1AV b3DN D vV −1 − IV − I;Ab3DN
 vV −1 − IV − I;Ab30N;N  12A30N;N
 12A3DN :
The previous inequalities follow from Lemma 5 and the assumptions on
V; V −1. Thus for or any P 2 3N the map A 7! A − vV −1AV C Pb is a 12
contraction in 3DN .
Lemma 8. Suppose D 2 EN;N] . Then for any P 2 3N;N] the equation
D;W  C P − vPb D 0 has a unique solution W 2 3N;N] with vW b D 0.
Furthermore if P 2 3sN;N] and 0 <   s then W 2 3s−N;N] with
W 3s−
N;N]
 sup
;21N;N]
P3s
N;N]
;
where  D supr0re−r D 4m8.
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Proof of Lemma 8. The unique solution W D W0;<N with vW b D
0 is
W D 0; for ; 62 1N;N];
Wk D D − TkD−1Pk;
8 k 2 Zm; for ; 2 1N;N] with  6D ;
(21)
and
Wk D

0; if k D 0
D − TkD−1Pk; 8 0 6D k 2 Zm:
(22)
Then
Wk1  k e−ksPMs
  e−s−kPMs;
for every 0  ,  < N and for every k 2 Zm. Consequently,∥∥∥( (W; Ms0;<N∥∥∥NN 
∥∥∥(PMs0;<N∥∥∥NN :
We now write the steps of the scheme as in [2] in order to prove Theo-
rem 2.
Suppose D; OD 2 3DN . Writing OD −D D
P1
D1A and Dn D
P1
Dn A, we
prove that for every positive n there exist Vn; Pn 2 3N;N] such that
V −1n  ODC PVn D DC Pn C V −1n DnVn;
with Pn! 0 and Vn! V . Then as n tends to 1 we get
V −1 ODC PV D D: (23)
For n D 0, P0 D P , and V0 D I. To obtain PnC1; VnC1 2 3N;N] from Pn; Vn 2
3N;N] , first get An 2 3DN as the solution to
vPn C V −1AnVnb D 0;
by using Lemma 7. Next obtain Wn 2 3N;N] as the solution to
D;Wn − I C Pn C V −1AnVn D 0;
by using Lemma 7.
Set VnC1 D VnWn and PnC1 D W −1n Pn C V −1AnVnWn − I. Wn is in-
vertible in 3N;N] . Then PnC1; VnC1 2 3N;N] as it follows from Lemma 2.
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In particular the series
P1
D0An converges in 3
D
N and OD is determined.
Furthermore for every n  1 one has
Pn3sn
N;N]
 2nn ; (24)
Vn − Vn−13snCn
N;N]
; V −1n − V −1n−13sn
N;N]
 2m2n−11 ; (25)
 OD−DC vPb3DN  321: (26)
Using n and 1 given by [2] we prove that the sequence Pnn0 tends
to zero in 3s−N;N] and the sequence Vnn0 tends to an invertible operator V
in 3s−N;N] . Thus (23) is satisfied and this concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
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